RESOLUTION NO. 16A-S-2002

A RESOLUTION REQUESTING THE OFFICE OF THE HON. PANFILO LACSON FOR FUNDING VARIOUS INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF BACOOR, CAVITE.

WHEREAS, for the last several years, the Municipality of Bacoor, has experienced the tremendous growth in its population;

WHEREAS, this increase of population resulted to increase pressure in vital public works and infrastructure of the municipality;

WHEREAS, it is the primary obligation of every local government unit to give and provide its constituent infrastructure projects for their common use;

WHEREAS, that presently due to budgetary constraints the Municipality of Bacoor cannot effectively provide/maintain public roads, drainage, canals and other public buildings;

WHEREAS, on motion of Honorable Councilor PETER SIMON C. LARA unanimously seconded by all members present in its regular session assembled BE IT RESOLVED AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED by the Sangguniang Bayan of Bacoor, Province of Cavite to request the Office of the Hon. Senator PANFILO LACSON to fund various infrastructure projects in the Municipality per attached programs of work made integral part hereof.

RESOLVED FURTHER to furnish the Office of the Honorable Mayor JESSIE B. CASTILLO and other concerned for their information and appropriate action.

APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY.
February 20, 2002

We hereby certify to the truth and correctness of the above-quoted Resolution.

HON. EDRALIN G. GAWARAN
Absent
HON. LORENZO P. NOLASCO
HON. ROBERTO J. SAQUITAN
HON. NORMITA D.R. CELESTINO
HON. AVELINO B. SOLIS

HON. HUBERT V. GERVACIO
HON. PETER SIMON C. LARA
HON. AVELINO S. DE CASTRO
HON. KAREN MORALES

Attested by:
HON. GERTRUDES OCAMPO
Presiding Officer

Approved by:
HON. EDWIN M. MALVAR
Acting Municipal Mayor